Route 66 Collections at the Oklahoma Historical Society

Manuscripts

Historic Oklahoma Collection- Collection is arranged topically in alphabetical order
R- Route 66
Towns- Arcadia
Towns- Bethany
Towns- Elk City
Towns- Sayre
Towns- Stroud

2006.080 Max Nichols Collection (Box 10)
2012.068 Route 66 Museum Collection
2007.081 Vince Orza Collection (Box 16)
2006.017 Mary McCormick Collection

Oral Histories- This collection also contains a large number of interviews with former employees of Leeway Trucking which are full of information on Route 66

H1992.092 Interview with J.W. Parker
H1992.082 Radio Broadcast on Route 66
H1993.051 Interview with Oliver E. Rooker
H1992.098 Interview with Jim Ross
H1988.145 Interview with Ralph Cleo Dawson

LL43 Interview with John E. Kirkpatrick

Photographs- The earlier photo collections do not have a collection number, ask for the collection by name

Chester R. Cowan Collection
T. Lindsey Baker Collection
Oklahoma Historical Society (OHS) Photo Collection
Roger Harris Collection

Film and Video- Film and video collections can be found on the OHS YouTube Channel

2008.058 Arthur Ramsey Collection
2009.154 Warren T. Basore Collection